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The Canterbury earthquakes of 2010 and 2011 have shone the spotlight on a number of tax issues. These issues, and in particular lessons learned from them, will be relevant for revenue authorities, policymakers and taxpayers alike in the broader context of natural disasters. Issues considered by this paper include the tax treatment of insurance monies.  For example, building owners will receive pay-outs for destroyed assets and buildings which have been depreciated. Where the insurance payment is more than the adjusted tax value, there will be a taxable "gain on sale" (or depreciation recovery income). If the building owner uses those insurance proceeds to purchase a replacement asset, legislative amendments specifically enacted following the earthquakes provide that rollover relief of the depreciation recovery income is available.  

The tax treatment of expenditure to seismically strengthen a building is another significant issue faced by building owners. Case law has determined that this expenditure will usually be capital expenditure. In the past such costs could be capitalised to the building and depreciated accordingly. However, since the 2011-2012 income year owners have been prohibited from claiming depreciation on buildings and therefore currently no deduction is available for such strengthening expenditure (whether immediate or deferred). This has significant potential implications for landlords throughout New Zealand facing significant seismic retrofit costs.  Incentives, or some form of financial support, whether delivered through the tax system or some other mechanism may be required. 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) require insurance proceeds, including reimbursement for expenditure of a capital nature, be reported as income while expenditure itself is not recorded as a current period expense. This has the effect of overstating current income and creating a larger variation between reported income for accounting and taxation purposes. Businesses have obligations to maintain certain business records for tax purposes.  Reconstructing records destroyed by a natural disaster depends on how the information was originally stored. The earthquakes have demonstrated the benefits of ‘off-site’ (outside Canterbury) storage, in particular electronic storage. This paper considers these issues and the Inland Revenue Department (Inland Revenue) Standard Practice Statement which deals with inter alia retention of business records in electronic format and offshore record storage. Employer provided accommodation is treated as income to the benefitting employee. A recent amendment to the Income Tax Act 2007 retrospectively provides that certain employer provided accommodation is exempt from tax. The time aspect of these rules is extended where the employee is involved in the Canterbury rebuild and comes from outside the region.




A powerful earthquake, magnitude 7.1 on the Richter scale, struck the Canterbury region on Saturday, 4 September 2010. The earthquake (and subsequent aftershocks)​[1]​ caused widespread property damage. A far more devastating earthquake struck the Canterbury region on Tuesday, 22 February 2011 at 12:51 pm killing 185 people. As the earthquake was centred 10 kilometres south-east of the centre of Christchurch at a depth of only 5 kilometres substantial damage was caused to property and buildings, particularly in the Christchurch central business district (CBD). Many aftershocks have followed. The Government in its 2014 Budget estimate the total cost of the rebuild to be $40 billion, of which directly or indirectly (through the Earthquake Commission) it expects to contribute $15.4 billion.​[2]​ 
While the earthquakes have raised a number of tax issues, a consideration of which is relevant not simply to seismic events but also natural disasters more generally, the focus of this paper is primarily on earthquake issues. In this paper we do not adopt any specific theory as to tax responses to natural disasters, although we do take a positivist perspective in which we undertake a descriptive analysis of the tax policy and administrative responses to the Canterbury earthquakes through adoption of black letter law analysis.  Our overarching research question is:  How has New Zealand’s tax policy and administration responded to the issues arising from the Canterbury earthquakes? 
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 considers the potential tax impacts of insurance payments. The tax treatment of seismic strengthening expenditure is considered in Section 3. Issues with respect to the reporting of insurance proceeds, record retention and employee accommodation are considered in sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively. Concluding observations are made in Section 7. 
2	Insurance and Depreciation Issues
2.1	Introduction
A range of different types of insurance payments (depending on the nature of the policy and cover) have been (or will be) paid to businesses and building owners as a consequence of the earthquakes. This section considers the income tax treatment of such payments. The goods and services tax (GST) treatment is not specifically addressed on the basis that where insurance proceeds include a GST component, for GST-registered businesses generally there will be a requirement to account for the GST to Inland Revenue. Insurance payments for damaged assets (including buildings) can also have an impact with respect to depreciation previously claimed by the taxpayer. These and related issues are also considered in this section.
There are several caveats to the following review. This section is not intended to be an exhaustive review of all forms of potential insurance payments and their tax implications. The ultimate tax treatment of insurance (and other) proceeds will be dependent in part on the actual insurance policy and the taxpayer’s particular circumstances. Accordingly the discussion that follows is of a more general nature. In addition, the legislative provisions upon which the comments in this section are based are complex. In a paper such as this, which aims to provide an overview of the tax implications, it is not therefore possible to provide a comprehensive discussion of those provisions (and their intricacies).​[3]​
2.2	Specific tax treatments 
2.2.1	Insurance payments for trading stock 
It is clear that insurance payments received to repair or replace trading stock are taxable.​[4]​
2.2.2	Business interruption insurance 
Insurance payments for lost income as a result of damage to business assets are income and therefore taxable. This treatment also applies to payments made under the insurance policy to cover extra costs incurred to keep the business operating (such as extra rent for temporary accommodation). 
Prior to recent legislative amendments, insurance payouts had to be “matched” to the loss that was incurred, ie the income was recognised in the same income year as the loss. As a result of amendments to the Income Tax Act 2007 (ITA 2007)​[5]​ insurance or compensation received for loss of profits due to business interruption or business impairment will be taxable the earlier of when the insurance amount is able to be estimated or is paid (rather than in the year the loss occurred). These rules apply to all taxpayers, not simply to those affected by the Canterbury earthquakes.
2.2.3	Compensation for the loss of land 
Unless the taxpayer is in the business of dealing in property, subdivisions or land developments, payments as compensation for the loss of land (either as money or a land swap) will normally not be subject to income tax.
2.2.4	Insurance payments for damage to depreciable assets 
Where a depreciable asset has been damaged but can be repaired, the general rule is that the repairs expenditure is incurred first and deducted accordingly. The consequent insurance payment will be taxable as income. If the insurance payment is received after the tax year has ended, the insurance receipt will be included in the following year’s tax return. However, in the Canterbury earthquakes context due to the sheer number and complexity of claims it has not been uncommon for insurers to make insurance payments before the insured taxpayer undertakes the relevant repairs which results in a mismatch. Changes to the ITA 2007​[6]​ effectively permit the business to carry forward the insurance payout and match it against the cost of repairs as they are carried out. 
If the insurance payment exceeds the cost of repairs the excess must be deducted from the adjusted tax value of that asset (and the net figure will be the new adjusted tax value for the next year). Any excess that remains will be taxable as income as demonstrated in Example 1 following.​[7]​
Example 1





Difference between repair and insurance payment		200
Less adjusted tax value		150
Income to include in income tax return		50

To work out the adjusted tax value for the next year take this year's adjusted tax value and subtract the difference between the repair and insurance payment. The adjusted tax value cannot be less than zero.

Adjusted tax value before the earthquake (2010-11 tax year)		150
Less the difference between the repair and insurance payment		200
The adjusted tax value for the 2011-12 tax year		$0
Any improvements made to the asset at the same time will be a capital expense and not deductible (but may be able to be depreciated). 
2.2.5	Depreciation recovery and rollover relief for destroyed assets
The general rule is where an asset (including a building) is destroyed it is treated as being sold for the amount of the insurance proceeds received. If these payments exceed the depreciated book value of the asset, the excess amount (known as “depreciation recovery income”) will be taxable income up to the original cost of the asset. This income is derived on the day the property is destroyed, despite the fact the insurance payment may not be actually received until many months (or years) after the assets destruction. This consequently impacts on the taxpayer’s ability to determine their income for that year. In response to, but not limited to the Canterbury earthquakes, a legislative amendment defers the timing of depreciation recovery income until the date the insurance proceeds can be reasonably estimated, which may be the income year following the assets destruction.​[8]​
In order to preserve the cash for the replacement (or rebuilding) of lost assets amendments to the ITA 2007​[9]​  now provide taxpayers the option of rolling over the depreciation recovery income into the cost-base of the replacement asset, ie the cost of the replacement asset is reduced accordingly (see Example 2). Inland Revenue must be notified when the taxpayer wishes to take advantage of the rollover relief and also when the replacement assets have been acquired and the depreciation recovered utilised.
Example 2
A taxpayer purchases a building for $3 million. Its depreciated tax book value by 2011 is $2 million. (Note from the 2011-2012 income year depreciation can no longer be claimed on buildings).  The building is destroyed by the earthquakes and the taxpayer receives an insurance payout of $5.5 million. Normally the taxpayer would have depreciation recovery of $1 million. The difference between the original cost of the building and the insurance payment ($2.5 million) would a non-taxable receipt. If the taxpayer elects into the regime and builds or purchases a replacement building for $5.5 million, the $1 million will not be depreciation recovery income for the taxpayer. Instead the tax book value of the replacement building is reduced by $1 million to $4.5 million. (For non-building assets, the reduced amount will be the depreciable value). If the new building is subsequently sold for more than its tax book value, some or all of the depreciation recovered, depending on the sale price, will be income.  
The rollover relief applies on a “class” basis. The relevant classes are buildings (within the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority or CERA territory),​[10]​ commercial fit-out, pool-method property and other property (eg plant and equipment) destroyed in the Canterbury earthquakes. Taxpayers calculate their net depreciation recovery income for each class of asset. If a taxpayer has depreciation recovery income for a class, they can “suspend” that income if they intend to replace that asset.
The destroyed asset must be replaced by a new or second hand asset in the same class by the end of the 2018-19 income year. If the destroyed asset is not replaced, any depreciation recovered will be taxable income at the earlier of the taxpayer’s 2018-19 income year; the income year in which the decision is made not to replace the asset, or the income year in which the owner goes into liquidation or bankruptcy. Taxpayers will need to be especially aware that the decision not to replace the asset will trigger the requirement to recognise any depreciation recovery.
Where the value of the replacement assets is less than the cost of the original assets, the ratio of the net depreciation recovered for the class, i.e., depreciation recovered less losses on disposal of assets in the class, is used to determine how much of the depreciation recovered can be incorporated into the replacement assets tax book values. As illustrated by Example 3, the residual amount is income.
Example 3​[11]​
Assume an asset originally cost $1 million, and there is accumulated depreciation of $300,000. The insurance proceeds of $1 million are used to purchase replacement assets of only $800,000. The depreciable value of the replacement assets would be reduced by $240,000 (i.e., $800,000 x $300,000/$1,000,000). The remaining balance of depreciation recovery ($60,000) would be returned as income.
2.2.6	Relief for destroyed buildings held on revenue-account
An insurance payment received by a property developer or speculator for buildings damaged beyond repair (eg demolished or abandoned), to the extent that the insurance proceeds exceed the purchase price of the building will usually be fully taxable. Where a building has been destroyed by the Canterbury earthquakes and the taxpayer intends to use the insurance proceeds to acquire a replacement building, upon giving notice to the Commissioner, the taxpayer can suspend the recognition of this income until the sale (or destruction) of the replacement building.​[12]​ To qualify, the proceeds must be received before the taxpayers 2019-20 income year, the replacement building must be purchased before the end of the taxpayer’s 2018-19 income year and be within the CERA territory. As discussed above, the cost of the replacement building is reduced by the suspended recovery income and any outstanding suspended recovery income will become taxable. If no replacement building is in fact acquired the taxpayer must record as income the insurance proceeds at the earlier of the income year that the decision is made not to buy a replacement building or the income year the taxpayer goes into liquidation or bankruptcy. Similar elections and notifications as outlined under Section 2.2.5 above are required for rollover of buildings held on revenue-account. 
2.2.7	Losses on buildings
The ITA 2007 includes a generic deduction for a loss on disposal of a building where the building is destroyed by an event beyond the owner’s control.​[13]​ This rule has been extended​[14]​ to include the destruction of a building as a result of what could be described as “collateral damage”. Examples include where the building was not damaged by the earthquakes but its destruction was ordered to allow the land underneath to be remediated or to allow the demolition of a neighbouring building. This amendment is not limited to the Canterbury earthquakes.





Case law has determined that demolition costs are normally not deductible.​[15]​ Legislative amendments now permit disposal and demolition costs generally to be included as a deduction from the net sale proceeds received.​[16]​
2.2.9 	Apportionment
Where a lump sum insurance payment covers several insurance claims, the taxpayer will need to apportion the amount between each claim, reflecting that a portion of the proceeds may be on revenue account and the balance on capital account.
3	Seismic Strengthening of Buildings
3.1	Introduction
The Canterbury earthquakes have led to a greater awareness among, inter alia, central and local government, insurers, and building owners of the potential issues associated with buildings through-out New Zealand and the need to strengthen many existing buildings.  Due to the potentially significant number of existing buildings that do not meet the current — let alone any future, more stringent — building code, many building owners will be required to expend considerable sums to bring their buildings to the requisite compliance level.​[17]​ 




Section DA 1(1) of the ITA 2007  – called the “general permission” –allows a deduction for an amount of expenditure or loss incurred in deriving assessable income or carrying on a business for the purpose of deriving assessable income. Section DA 1 is subject to the general limitations in s DA 2, including s DA 2(1) – the capital limitation – which prohibits a deduction for expenditure of a capital nature.

3.2.2 	Colonial Motor Company Ltd v CIR 

There are two New Zealand cases which consider the tax treatment of seismic strengthening expenditure.​[18]​ In the first case, Colonial Motor Company Ltd v CIR​[19]​ (Colonial Motors (CA)), the Court of Appeal concluded the work undertaken was on capital account. 
In this case, the taxpayer company, Colonial Motor Company (CML), owned a 60 year old, eight storey building in Wellington which was an earthquake risk and the Wellington City Council (WCC) required its demolition or strengthening. The company undertook extensive seismic strengthening work which included the construction of two internal reinforced concrete shear walls from ground floor to sixth floor (“an entirely new structural addition”)​[20]​ and the installation of diagonal steel bracing on the seventh and eighth floors. In addition, CML added a ninth floor penthouse. The stated purpose of the work was to reinstate the building as acceptable to the earthquake seismic code with a 50 year life. As a result, the value of the building increased from $1.6 million to a government valuation of $16.5 million. The total cost of the work, which was expended over five tax years (1984–88), was $5.7 million. The expenditure was divided into three categories: seismic strengthening ($1.28 million) and the subject of the case, repairs ($942,706), and capital ($3.47 million). 
The Court of Appeal concluded that there was one overall construction project of which the seismic strengthening was an integral part and it had to be considered as such.​[21]​ To be deductible the total work undertaken on the building would have had to constitute repairs or alterations. The court observed that the work could not have been “the subject of two independent unrelated contractual projects, one for strengthening the building and the other for new and repair work” and considered accordingly.​[22]​ The allocation of the total expenditure to different categories did not change the character of the expenditure:​[23]​ “It was a single project which converted the eight storey warehouse-type structure otherwise destined for demolition into a nine storey office block with a 50-year revenue earning life.” Accordingly the expenditure was on capital account.
3.2.3	TRA Case X26 
The taxpayer in TRA Case X26​[24]​  was a member of a two person partnership which owned a 100 year old building, also in Wellington. The partners were advised by the WCC that the building failed to comply with the earthquake strength capacity required by the relevant  Loading Code and may collapse in a moderate earthquake. The partnership was also advised that the WCC could barricade the building and give notice for the owner to reduce or secure any danger. 
The work undertaken at a cost of $107,210.45​[25]​ included the installation of a new structural steel and concrete frame towards the front of the building and a steel frame into the rear brick wall, as well as the addition of new steel in the floor bracing and wall/floor trim. The building remained operational during the strengthening work. Not unexpectedly Inland Revenue denied the deduction claimed on the basis that it was on capital account. The case was heard by the Taxation Review Authority (TRA) in its (former) small claims jurisdiction.​[26]​
Judge Barber, applying Colonial Motors (CA), found that the expenditure undertaken on the building was clearly on capital account.​[27]​ It was undertaken to create advantages of a lasting character which improved an identifiable asset (the building) as part of the partnership's income-earning structure. From a practical and business point of view, the project was intended to make a major alteration to the structural integrity of the building so that it would meet the relevant statutory requirements. The total work undertaken transformed an unsound building with a limited or possibly non-existent revenue generating capacity into a sound building capable of earning income. If the strengthening work had not been undertaken and the building had been barricaded by the WCC, it would have effectively become useless and taken away the partnership’s income earning structure. The work was undertaken to avoid “the sterilisation of the asset.”​[28]​ 
These two cases present difficulties in terms of precedent, TRA Case X26 because, as a decision of the TRA in its small claims jurisdiction, it is technically non-precedential.​[29]​ On the other hand while Colonial Motors (CA) is a decision of the Court of Appeal, its precedential value is ‘muddied’ in the sense that as the seismic work was part of a wider project and was considered on that basis. The case is therefore far from the capital-revenue divide. Despite those caveats, the cases do follow (and are consistent with) previous NZ (and overseas) case law on the capital-revenue boundary, and therefore on that basis provide guidance for building owners and Inland Revenue.
3.2.4	The Inland Revenue Interpretation Statement





Turning to the question of whether or not seismic strengthening costs can be deducted, the likely answer to this question is generally going to be “no”. The two cases that have considered the seismic strengthening work have both concluded that such work is on capital account. Indeed, the very label​[32]​ “‘earthquake strengthening’ generally implies the work will be of a capital nature. It suggests one-off significant works that will improve the structural integrity of a building and extend its useful life.” 
Whether seismic strengthening costs are deductible as repairs depends on, first, identifying the relevant asset that is being repaired or worked on; and second, considering the nature and scale of the work undertaken to that asset, and whether, inter alia, the expenditure has changed the character of the asset.​[33]​ Where the seismic strengthening relates to a building, the asset will be the building itself. The problem for the building owner with respect to deductibility of strengthening expenditure arises from the application of the second step. As a general proposition, based on inter alia the decisions in Colonial Motors (CA) and TRA Case 26, it is likely that due to the nature and extent of much strengthening work, it will be reconstructive rather than remedial  and therefore will be on capital account. This is the hurdle facing building owners. From a business and practical perspective, the expenditure will (usually) result in a better asset than previously existed, normally a seismically strengthened building with an extended life expectancy (and potentially increased rental potential).​[34]​ This conclusion remains whether or not the building was ‘unsound’ (i.e., does not meet the minimum building code) or ‘sound’ prior to the expenditure in question. In respect of the former the work transforms an ‘unsound’ building into a ‘sound’ building (and may have prevented the potential sterilisation of the asset), while in respect of a ‘sound’ building the extent of the work means substantially the whole of the asset has been reconstructed or renewed. 
This conclusion will also apply where a taxpayer acquires a building that is in need of seismic strengthening — whether or not the building is ‘sound’ - on the basis that such subsequent strengthening expenditure will form part of the capital cost of acquiring the asset as the purchase price will normally be reflective of the (possibly significant) work required.​[35]​ 
However, there may be arguments for deductibility of seismic strengthening work of a “minor” nature on a sound building. This matter is considered in the following section.
3.3.2	Minor strengthening of a ‘sound’ building
(a)	Introduction
As both Colonial Motors (CA) and TRA Case X26 concerned significant major undertakings which transformed the subject unsound buildings, the unanswered question is whether there may be arguments that smaller scale (‘minor’) strengthening work on a ‘sound’ building is deductible as repairs or minor alterations. In its submission on the draft version of IS 12/03, the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants (NZICA) gives the example of a building that requires strengthening to meet a change in the building code; however, the building is not ‘unsound’ and can be occupied.​[36]​ NZICA suggested: “Where there has been a change to building regulation such that some strengthening work is now required, we do not see this as necessarily being capital in nature if the work is minor only.”​[37]​ The issue is what will constitute ‘minor’ work in this context? Minter Ellison Rudd Watts cite the following as an example of relatively minor work:​[38]​
… one strengthening method currently used is to spray a cementitious mix called Flexus on to reinforced masonry. This option is less intrusive than others and, being only approximately one centimetre thick, results in little change to the building. Arguably, methods such as these should weigh more in favour of the work being on revenue account.  
It may also be arguable that any strengthening work (even work of a major nature) on the building has not increased the building’s useful life. “In practice, much earthquake strengthening work will not improve the building’s resilience to wear and tear or even its ability to survive a major earthquake. Instead, it is designed to enable the building to stand up long enough after a major shock to allow people to get out safely.”​[39]​
The New Zealand High Court case Sherlaw v CIR​[40]​ (Sherlaw) may provide some limited support for building owners who, as a consequence of undertaking repair work, find seismic strengthening work is also required. In Sherlaw, the scheduled repair work had a flow-on effect of damaging the roof (thus necessitating its repair) and requiring the relocation of the floor of the boat shed at a slightly higher level. What is interesting in this case is that overall the repairs were extensive, and critical to the boat-shed’s continued use, and yet the New Zealand High Court still held that the expenditure was deductible. Of crucial importance to the High Court’s finding was the manner in which the work was undertaken. Inland Revenue observes:​[41]​ 
[The case] highlights a situation where repairs are undertaken and those repairs have a flow-on effect, causing further repairs to be required. The repairs when looked at as a totality might be extensive. However, they were not undertaken as a single overall plan to improve the building or to replace or renew an asset. 
Had the work in Sherlaw instead been undertaken as part of one overall project, given the extensive nature of the work in combination, it is possible that the High Court may have reached a different conclusion. It could therefore be arguable that if additional, unscheduled ‘minor’ strengthening work is required on a sound building as a consequence of repair work, provided the building is not transformed, the entire expenditure may be deductible, even though had the work been undertaken as one pre-planned project it would have been on capital account. It is clear from obiter statements by Judge Barber in TRA Case X26 that if there is a programme to do seismic strengthening work on an asset, simply staggering or spreading the work over a number of years will have no impact of the characterisation of the expenditure.​[42]​ 
The following paragraphs discuss factors and what impact, if any, their presence may have on arguments for the deductibility of minor seismic strengthening work. In respect of certain factors discussed, while in isolation they may not be determinative, where the characterisation of minor work is finely balanced, in combination with other supporting factors, they may point to the work carried out being remedial and therefore deductible.
(b)	The cost of the work undertaken
If the cost of the work as a percentage of the pre-improved value of the building is at the lower end, this may indicate the work undertaken is not major. What percentage would be considered “low” is unclear. Judge Barber did not make any findings in this respect in TRA Case X26 where the total cost of the project was approximately 9.9 per cent of the pre-strengthened value of the building.​[43]​ The actual extent of the work undertaken in that case clearly outweighed the relatively small cost of the undertaking.​[44]​
(c)	Recurring expenditure?
In TRA Case X26 Judge Barber made it clear that the fact that, in the future, the regulatory authority might require further work to be undertaken on the building (and thus there may be an element of recurrence, an indicator that expenditure is on revenue account) did not mean that the current work lacked an enduring benefit.​[45]​ However, Minter Ellison Rudd Watts observe that earthquake strengthening work may be intended as a temporary fix while a more permanent solution can be found or, alternatively may be undertaken as part of a continuous set of improvements to a building. “In these cases, the fact that the work is on-going or part of a temporary fix tends to suggest that the payment is part of the day to day costs of running the business and may indicate a revenue outlay.”​[46]​ 
(d)	Duration of the undertaking and dislocation
The taxpayer in TRA Case X26 supported its contention that the work was not a major project by pointing to the fact that the work was only spread out over seven weeks to minimise disruption to the tenants, the building remained operational during the work, and the rents continued to come in.​[47]​ Judge Barber acknowledged these to be relevant factors;​[48]​ however, in his view the overall nature and extent of the work before him outweighed them.
(e)	The impact on the capital value of the asset
The effect of the work on the value of the property is an indicator of the character of the expenditure. The evidence in Colonial Motors (CA) and TRA Case X26 was that the work undertaken increased the value of the respective building — substantially in the former case. It could therefore be argued that if seismic strengthening work has a negligible impact on the value of the building once the work is completed, this indicates the work undertaken is not reconstructive but remedial and deductible. However, focussing on the post-improved value of a building is not necessarily a reliable indicator for the reason that repair work (as is also the case with reconstructive work) will often add value to the asset being repaired. It is to be expected that this will generally be the case even with ‘minor’ seismic strengthening work.​[49]​ 
(f)	The impact on the income earning capacity of the asset
Judge Barber in TRA Case X26 rejected arguments that the fact that the income earning capacity of the building remained the same after the seismic strengthening work was undertaken demonstrated the building has not been improved.​[50]​
(g)	Compliance with statutory requirements

In TRA Case X26 Judge Barber commented that whether or not the building owner is compelled by statutory or regulatory requirements to undertake the work is not determinative, rather the crucial issue is the character of the work.​[51]​ Such an undertaking will be intended to extend the legal life of the building, create an advantage of an enduring benefit and therefore be on capital account. However, he acknowledged that compulsion is an indicator both of the present (unsound) state of the building and the effect on the asset of any subsequent strengthening work.​[52]​ In contrast, Minter Ellison Rudd Watts suggest the tax position may be more arguable in favour of the taxpayer:​[53]​

… where the building is already compliant with its Council’s policy and the owner voluntarily undertakes minor strengthening  work, for example at the request of a tenant or in order to maintain the value or improve the insurability of the asset, there is a less immediate connection between the work and the capital value or useful life of the building.	
3.3.3	Mixed work and apportionment
Inland Revenue’s view based on a number of cases including Colonial Motors (CA) and TRA Case X26 is that repair work that is undertaken as part of a wider capital project will also be on capital account.​[54]​ This view has been described as being both disappointing for building owners and ignoring commercial reality,​[55]​ as many building owners, faced with having to undertake strengthening work, will take the opportunity to carry out (unrelated) repairs and maintenance. ​[56]​
The Interpretation Statement does accept that apportionment may be appropriate where “it can be demonstrated that the [repair] work done is not part of that [overall] project”.​[57]​ In the context of a capital project, this will mean that it is crucial that, where additional work of a repair nature is undertaken, the taxpayer can demonstrate “from a practical and business point of view”​[58]​ that the claimed repair work is not part of the overall project to change the character of the property.​[59]​ What constitutes a “project” needs clarification – for example, is it a question of timing or using different contractors or project managers to undertake the repair work?​[60]​ 
Conversely, as discussed earlier in this section, where additional, unscheduled ‘minor’ strengthening work is required on a sound building as a consequence of repair work, based on Sherlaw provided the building is not transformed, the entire expenditure may be deductible.
3.4	The need for central government intervention?
Since the 2011-2012 income year, a nil rate of depreciation applies for all commercial (and residential) buildings applies, i.e., in effect, owners can no longer claim depreciation on a building.​[61]​ On the basis that the general position is that seismic strengthening costs are treated as capital improvements - and thus the expenses are capitalised to the building’s cost - building owners will not be entitled to claim tax depreciation on these costs. As a consequence, there will be no taxation incentive to undertake such work. Not surprisingly a number of commentators and lobby groups have called for government intervention in this area.​[62]​ 
Incentives (or at least support) for building owners could be delivered through the tax system either by legislating a specific deduction for work  to bring buildings up to earthquake standards, or permitting the depreciation of such costs. The latter is more feasible in terms of its impact on the fiscal purse, and more realistic as it recognises the on-going benefit from the work undertaken on the building. It is acknowledged that there may be boundary issues where seismic strengthening and other unrelated structural work may be undertaken on a building. However, such issues arguably could be determined by reference to the structural engineers report or relevant council documents. Other options to assist building owners could include central or local government grants, local council rates relief and low or interest-free loans. 
4	International Financial Reporting Standards and taxation
It may not be immediately obvious but the disconnection between financial accounting (as represented by the International Financial Reporting Standards – IFRS)​[63]​ and taxation practice is vividly illustrated when it comes to the treatment of insurance proceeds applied towards the repair and replacement of property, plant and equipment (PPE or commonly known as fixed assets).  It is common when preparing tax returns practice to work from financial statements prepared for financial accounting purposes, making necessary adjustments when the tax and financial accounting treatments of an item differ (such as certain capital gains), or the methods applied lead to timing differences (such as for depreciation).  
As a general rule an item that is capital in nature will not appear in the calculation of profits and losses; rather it will be represented with changes in the balance sheet or movements in equity as applicable. Taxation similarly will exclude capital items from the determination of taxable income. Insurance proceeds received for the loss of trading profits (business interruption insurance), unsurprisingly, is a revenue item which is taxable and, contributes to determining accounting profit.  There is no problem with the treatment here being identical (subject to possible timing differences). 
However, in the situation of commercial buildings, insurance proceeds for the loss or damage to such fixed assets, defies the basic capital-revenue logic.  IFRS practice​[64]​ stipulates that insurance proceeds, regardless of the area of loss or damage that they apply to, must be recorded as revenue (with a subsequent adjustment in determining the tax expense for financial accounting purposes).  Subsequently, when the insurance proceeds are utilised, such as for repairs or rebuilds, the expenditure is on capital account and does not appear in the determination of accounting profits as an item of expenditure on revenue account.  Consequently there is a serious mismatching of insurance proceeds and their subsequent application, leading to artificially high profits that provide a completely misleading evaluation of an entity’s financial performance.  Fortunately the tax practice recognises this absurdity, with insurance proceeds for capital items remaining on capital account (but with the potential for depreciation recovery unless rollover relief applies). 
The confusion caused by IFRS practice with regard to insurance proceeds leads not only to major adjustments for determining taxable income derived from the financial statements of an entity, but also otherwise unnecessary education of financial statement readers.  Furthermore, it necessitates that the officers of an entity must convince organisations that utilise the financial statements, through preparing ‘business as usual’ equivalents that they are not nearly as ‘profitable’ as the financial statements prepared under IFRS suggest.  Such activity gives rise to inefficient use of resources and additional compliance costs.  It also reduces confidence in the reliability of IFRS-based financial statements, and is arguably counterproductive to achieving the aims of the IFRS Foundation to “… develop a single set of high quality, understandable, enforceable and globally accepted … IFRSs.”​[65]​
A good example of this unnecessary confusion which the authors are very familiar with is the University of Canterbury (UC).  In its 2013 Annual Report,​[66]​ UC is required to include $78.887 million of insurance proceeds as revenue, all of which relate to ‘capital’ repairs, remediation and rebuilds.  Since the September 2010 earthquake, $179.5 million has been received by UC as insurance proceeds.  Furthermore, as time goes on, the additional costs associated with ‘re-engineering’ the UC campus become blurred when seeking to estimate the capital work spent on UC’s PPE.  In earlier annual reports, a small amount of the insurance proceeds related to business interruption insurance, which correctly are received on revenue account.  UC reported under IFRS a surplus of $76.3 million for the year to 31 December 2013, although the reality is it had a deficit from ‘business as usual’ of ($2.969) million.  The major cause of this mismatch is the insurance proceeds treated as income under IFRS and the associated PPE impairments and revaluation recognition.  Table 1 illustrates the magnitude of the issue.


Table 1: Extract from UC Financial Report 2013 (p 41).

Other than the income tax issues discussed in relation to IFRS, insurance proceeds will attract GST, which assuming the entity is registered, will be returnable to Inland Revenue in the appropriate GST return.  Potential timing mismatches will occur between the receipt of insurance proceeds and the application of those proceeds to PPE remediation, and rebuilds.
5	Record Retention
The Tax Administration Act 1994 (TAA 1994)​[67]​ and the Goods and Services Tax Act 1985 (GSTA 1985)​[68]​ require taxpayers to keep business and GST records in New Zealand and in English. Generally the records must be retained for at least seven years from the end of the tax period to which they relate. The Commissioner has the discretion to authorise offshore storage of records and to authorise records being maintained in another language.
Businesses which store their records on-site, whether in physical form or electronically (such as on a computer hard drive retained on the business premises) are particularly vulnerable to the destruction or damage of those records in the event of a natural disaster. Reconstructing destroyed records, depending on how the information was originally stored, could be both a time-consuming and costly process. The earthquakes have demonstrated the benefits of ‘off-site’ (in this case outside Canterbury) storage, whether in physical or more particularly, in electronic form. 
Businesses have been able to store records electronically – whether transferred from source-paper or originating electronically - for some time. In 2013 Inland Revenue released a Standard Practice Statement “SPS 13/01: Retention of business records in electronic format, application to store records offshore and application to keep records in Māori”​[69]​  which, as its name indicates, deals with inter alia retention of business records in electronic format and storage of records offshore. 
Records stored electronically, both inside and outside of New Zealand, and either on the taxpayer’s own electronic storage system or on an outsourced system, must meet the requirements of the Electronic Transactions Act 2002. Specifically that Act provides that: 
	the integrity of the information contained in the records is to be maintained, and 
	the information is readily accessible so as to be usable for subsequent reference.
Further conditions for legal requirements to retain records under the Inland Revenue Acts are provided in the Electronic Transactions Regulations 2003.​[70]​ Backup and recovery procedures must be sufficient to ensure the availability of electronic records for the statutory record retention period.
Many businesses are choosing to store their records using cloud based computing technology, i.e., utilising the internet to remotely upload data for storage to cloud data centres operated by a service provider. The concern for Inland Revenue with this form of storage is that the data centres are often located outside NZ meaning that NZ businesses using such centres may be in breach of their statutory record retention requirements. If the business does wish to store its records offshore, it will need to either seek authorisation from Inland Revenue, or (more commonly) use an Inland Revenue authorised offshore provider. 
At the time of writing (June 2014) nine organisations have been approved to store taxpayer’s electronic records outside of NZ including Brookers Limited, Xero Limited and MYOB NZ Limited. The approval for these third party providers to store electronic records offshore is conditional on the information and records stored offshore remaining accessible by the Commissioner of Inland Revenue (the Commissioner) and being available upon request in an electronic and usable format at no cost to Inland Revenue. In addition, Inland Revenue may require the third party provider to agree that if a service agreement between itself and its client ends, the third party provider will endeavour to return the data to its client in a meaningful and usable format so that the client can continue to meet their record keeping obligations under the TAA 1994. 
Businesses using an authorised third party storage provider remain responsible for their tax obligations including retaining business records for the retention period required under the Inland Revenue Acts. While from a disaster recovery perspective (as well as for other reasons) electronic storage, particularly through cloud systems, is an effective alternative to traditional storage systems:​[71]​
IRD is apparently (and perhaps justifiably) concerned that the convenience of Cloud systems may lead to complacency and inadvertent non-compliance with statutory retention requirements. The tone of the SPS indicates that IRD will not take sustained non - compliance lightly. Businesses must therefore take care when opting to adopt Cloud systems and ensure the necessary IRD authorisation is in place.
6.	Capital Projects And Accommodation Allowances
6.1	Background
A major natural disaster, such as an earthquake, tsunami, cyclone or fire will potentially require major reconstruction of infrastructure, buildings etc. The scale of the reconstruction may be such that the human resource (primarily in terms of the construction industry, such as builders, electricians, plumbers, plasterers) may, in part, have to be ‘imported’ from outside the affected area. For example, it is estimated that at its peak the Canterbury rebuild will require close to an additional 24,000 ‘trades workers’,​[72]​ of which a great many will or have come from outside Canterbury (and in some cases, NZ). The tax system needs to support, rather than hinder, the movement into Canterbury of these workers.
The tax treatment of accommodation (including accommodation allowances) has been subject to some debate over the years. Generally accepted practice was that there were no tax consequences where the employee received no net (private) benefit. Thus, an employee  receiving an accommodation allowance while away from their home would not be deriving any benefit if they continued to maintain a permanent home elsewhere (and therefore no tax consequences would arise for the employee). This previously accepted practice was contradicted by the release of an Operational Statement (CS 12/01)​[73]​ by the Commissioner of Inland Revenue in December 2012. The Taxation (Annual Rates, Employee Allowances, and Remedial Matters) Act 2014 was enacted to inter alia to clarify the tax treatment of employee allowances as well make provision for employees away from their homes for extended periods related to major projects including the rebuild of the greater Christchurch area. 
6.2	The tax treatment
The ITA 2007 (as amended)​[74]​ provides that employer-supplied accommodation and accommodation payments made to employees who are required to work at a “distant workplace” will be exempt income:
	For up to 2 years generally, where there is an expectation that the employee will be working away for no more than 2 years (referred to as an “out-of-town secondment”);
	For up to 3 years where an employee is involved in a capital project (referred to as a “project of limited duration”);
	Up to 5 years for employees involved in Canterbury earthquake recovery projects (depending on when the employee commenced work on the project).
A “distant workplace” means another workplace of the employer which is not within reasonable daily travelling distance of the employee’s residence (and could be outside NZ). In order to qualify for the exemption there must be a reasonable expectation at the start of the period of secondment or the project that it will last no more than the above relevant duration and it will be a continuous period of work. As these arrangements will generally be well documented it should not be difficult to assess if this requirement is met. If expectations change about the length of the secondment or project, as evidenced for example by a modification of the employees terms of employment or board minutes, such that the relevant time limits are exceeded, the accommodation benefit will become taxable from the date the expectation changed. A time limit will not apply if exceptional circumstances beyond the control of the employer and employee require the employee to remain at the distant workplace after the expiration of the period. As examples, the ITA 2007 specifically refers to a natural disaster or medical emergency.
To qualify for the three-year exemption projects of limited duration will need to satisfy the following criteria:
	The principle aim of the project must be to create, build, restore, replace or demolish a capital asset;
	The employee’s duties must be undertaken solely for the purposes of the project; and
	The project must involve work for a client not related to the employer. The two year limit will apply for employees working on internal capital projects.
Canterbury earthquake recovery projects include the repair and reconstruction of land, infrastructure and other property in greater Christchurch as a result of the Canterbury earthquakes. Accommodation and accommodation allowances will also be exempt where there is more than one workplace, one or more of which is a distant workplace and the employer provides accommodation (or pays an allowance) at the distant workplace. There is no upper time limit.
The new rules will not apply if accommodation is provided under an explicit salary trade-off arrangement. In addition, normally the out-of-town secondment exemption will not apply to new employees of an employer (essentially a gain to counter salary sacrifice arrangements). The two-year secondment exemption will however apply to a new employee in the following two situations. The first situation is where an employee has been recruited to work permanently at a particular location of the employer but is then sent to work temporarily at another location of the employer. Second, the employee is seconded to work for another employer at a distant workplace with the expectation that they will return to work for the original employer no later than 2 years after the secondment. 
The rules contain an anti-avoidance provision​[75]​ to prevent behaviour intended to restart the respective time limit, for example by dismissing an employee and then re-employing them. The rules do not impact on relocation payments made by the employer to cover expenses incurred by an employee who is required to permanently relocate to a new work location.​[76]​ Payments which are classified as eligible relocation expenses are exempt income.​[77]​ 
In the event that an accommodation is benefit is taxable it will generally be valued at its market rental value. To recognise the often higher cost of overseas accommodation, where the employee is posted overseas by their employer, the taxable value of any accommodation benefit will be capped at the average or median market rental value for accommodation that the employee would occupy if in NZ. If in fact the accommodation in the overseas location is less than the NZ equivalent market rental, then the former value can be used.
Taxpayers will be able to choose to apply these rules to accommodation arrangements put in place on or after 1 January 2011, subject to meeting certain conditions. The changes specific to the Canterbury earthquake recovery work will apply from 4 September 2010, the date of the first earthquake. On all other respects, the amendments apply from the 1 April 2015.
7	Conclusion
The effects of the earthquakes in Canterbury have been felt far and wide. This paper considers tax impacts of the earthquakes, some of which necessitated legislative amendment. For owners of assets (including buildings) issues include the treatment of insurance proceeds and their apportionment between capital and revenue; and the rollover of depreciation recovery income into the new asset. The amendments in this respect are sensible and preserve the cash that the insured has to replace damaged assets.  
With the exception of minor work, landlords looking to seismically strengthen their buildings will be unable to claim a deduction for the work as the effect of such work from a business and practical perspective is to significantly strengthen a capital asset. By its very nature the work will normally provide an enduring benefit and positively impact the taxpayer’s business structure. There clearly are arguments for some financial support or incentives (whether taxation-based or in some other form) for such owners to undertake the necessary work on their building. 
Inland Revenue’s practice with respect to storing records electronically, both inside and outside of New Zealand, and either on the taxpayer’s own electronic storage system or on an outsourced system, is sufficiently flexible to permit the ‘off-site’ storage of records and thus ensuring their protection in the event of a natural disaster in the region where the taxpayer’s business is based. 
The IFRS treatment of insurance proceeds that relate to capital items illustrates a disjoint between reality and the artificial (and arguably nonsensical) approach that leads to a mismatch between all proceeds on revenue account and expenditure on fixed assets being on capital account.  The result is potential for public confusion, additional expending of resources, and ‘correcting’ statements from entities affected, such as in the example of UC.
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